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a  unicum  in  Parthian   fighting  history,   thus   it   should  not  be  considered  a   reliable
example  of  typical  Parthian  warfare.  The  author  challenges  this  opinion  taking  into
consideration the tactics adopted by the Parthian in the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, in
particular  against   the  Seleucids  and  Antony.  He   individuates   three  main  recurring
elements in Parthian tactics. The Massed Assault is a blunt attack of heavy armoured
cavalry   to   test   enemy’s   strength,   the  Hit   and  Run,   a  harassment   tactic   aimed   at
disorganizing and breaking the enemy lines, through fast manoeuvres and the intense
use of the “Parthian Shot”. Finally, the Feigned Retreat induces the enemy to attack,
seeking   close   combat,   before   being   surrounded   and   destroyed.   All   these   tactics
appeared  well  before  and  well  after  Carrhae  as  the  author  shows.  If  this  idea  works
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